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Preliminary remark

the vocabularies in which the various disciplines talk 

about themselves to themselves naturally fascinates me 

as a way of gaining access to the sorts of mentalities at 

work in them… the terms through which the devotees of 

a scholarly pursuit represent their aims, judgements, 

justifications, and so on seems to me to take one a long justifications, and so on seems to me to take one a long 

way, when properly understood, towards grasping what 

that pursuit is all about.

(Geertz 1983, pp. 157-158)



Background

Project is located at intersection of two research 
programmes

First, an analysis into the underlying principles 
structuring representations of contemporary structuring representations of contemporary 
academic nursing in Ireland

Second, historical development of nursing in 
Ireland with reference to international 
milestones in the evolution of nursing as a 
profession and discipline



Questions

� Whether and to what extent a coherent, well-articulated 
and distinguishable nursing standpoint or perspective is 
evident in the way in which nursing is presented to 
prospective students?

� Whether and to what extent professional nursing practice � Whether and to what extent professional nursing practice 
is articulated theoretically?

� Whether and to what extent different conceptions of 
nursing (knowledge, discipline, practice, theory, research) 
are evident in the way in which nursing is represented?



The nursing (epistemic) standpoint or 

perspective

� Articulation of professional values; e.g., patient autonomy, 

patient advocacy, valorisation of nursing itself - its 

contribution to healthcare

� Articulation of the particular perspective on human health 

and patients’ experiences afforded by these values and by 

the location of nurses and nursing in the health system

� Articulation of the needs that the standpoint makes salient



The nursing (epistemic) standpoint or 

perspective

� Human science discourse 

� Practice orientation

� Caring � Caring 

� Health orientation



Theoretical articulation of nursing

Is theory dichotomized, abstracted and isolated?

OR

Is it embedded, integrated, incorporated?



Theoretical articulation of nursing: 

schools of thought

� Needs

� Interaction 

� Outcomes

� Caring, becoming� Caring, becoming



Theoretical articulation of nursing: 

concepts

� The nursing client

� Interactions and relationships 

� Nursing process

� Environment� Environment

� Nursing therapeutics

� Health



Milestones in the evolution of nursing 

thought

� Health and environment

� Emergence of theory 

� Theory development

� Syntax not substance � Syntax not substance 

� Taking stock 



Milestones in the evolution of nursing 

thought

� Plea for substance

� Middle-range and situation-specific theory

� Evidence-based practice

� Diversity and horizontal and vertical integration � Diversity and horizontal and vertical integration 



Associated images of nurses

� Nurse as problem-solver

� Nurse as goal-directed

� Nurse as manipulator of external regulatory forces

� Nurse as embodiment of caring� Nurse as embodiment of caring



Academic Identity

� a clear and distinctive focus

� a coherent theoretical base

� defined research methodologies

� clearly articulated epistemic criteria for judging the � clearly articulated epistemic criteria for judging the 

worth of scholarly output

are the necessary conditions of possibility for…



Academic Identity

These specialist communities comprise a critical, 
collegial mass of scholars and generate the synergy 
necessary to form academic identities, sustain 
disciplinary allegiances, establish long-term 
research programmes and provide coherent, 
distinctive, specialised and focused curricula that 
meet the current and projected needs of the meet the current and projected needs of the 
profession

(Parry et al. 1994; Delamont et al. 1997a, b; Henkel 2000, 
2004, 2005a, b; Graham 2005, Bridges 2006) 



Academic Identity

…the establishment, maintenance and reproduction 
of stable and distinct knowledge communities of 
arguers,  enquirers and critics, with common values 
of stable and distinct knowledge communities of 
arguers,  enquirers and critics, with common values 
and shared theoretical discourses



Identity

� Link between what we know and who we are, 

between knowledge and identity 

� Identities are forged by boundaries between 

domains of knowledge

� What are the contemporary forms of strong 

classification  that support the link between identity 

and the production and acquisition of knowledge?

(Young, 2008)



Academic Identity

� resources available determine status, position and 
practices in a given field

� the structure of a field, one’s position within it and 
the trajectory by which one arrived there determine 
ability to harness available resources to constitute ability to harness available resources to constitute 
legitimated representations, relations, identities and 
practices

(Bourdieu 1997, Bernstein 2000, Chouliaraki & Fairclough 1998)



Academic Identity

� linked to the various resources of legitimacy 
available to academics … for constructing ‘a sense 
of belonging to’ and being ‘different from’, as well 
as  for managing ‘internal sense making and 
external relationships, in time, space and context’ 

(Bernstein & Solomon 1999, p. 271)

� different amounts and types of resources differently 
specialise academic identities and practice

(Maton 2007)



Languages of Legitimation

the claims made by actors for carving out and 

maintaining intellectual and institutional spaces 

within education, i.e. the proclaimed raison d’être 

that provides the conditions of existence for 

intellectual fields…[they] thereby represent the intellectual fields…[they] thereby represent the 

basis for competing claims to limited status and 

material resources within higher education

(Maton 2000, p. 149)



Languages of Legitimation

Nursing academics’ representations of themselves, 

others, and their discipline as they discursively 

enact their academic identities.  

Claims to possess and profess legitimate academic 

knowledge, and bids for status and resources, are 

embedded in these discursive performances. 



Languages of Legitimation

� Concept enables academic nursing to be ‘seen’ or 

constituted as an object of study

� Constructions of academic nursing may be 

conceptualised as the empirical manifestation of 

particular settings of underlying structuring principles particular settings of underlying structuring principles 

that govern and gauge legitimacy in academia

� Emphasises the discursive practices of nursing 

academics, which are conceptualised as languages of 

legitimation performing a range of ‘building tasks’ that 

constitute the field

(Maton 2000, Gee 2005)



Languages of Legitimation

Languages of Legitimation

Structuring / Building tasks

Structured / Legitimation principles



Languages of Legitimation: Structured

Density Specialisation Temporality

Languages of Legitimation

Autonomy Density Specialisation TemporalityAutonomy

Legitimation Principles



Languages of Legitimation: Structuring

Knowledge

Building tasks

Politics Relationships Identity

Languages of Legitimation



Research Design

Languages of Legitimation

Field of Academic Nursing

IdentitiesKnowledge Politics Relationships

Autonomy Density Specialisation Temporality

Languages of Legitimation

Discourses of Academia                                 Discourses of Nursing                  

Discourse of 
Opposition

Conversation



Some Questions for Nursing

� What organizes our observations, focuses our 

enquiries, frames our communication?

� How do we understand and communicate the 

structure of the discipline?

� What does it mean to have a disciplinary domain 

and perspective?



Some Questions for Nursing

� How do we define the boundaries of the discipline? 

� What grounds our disciplinary identity?

� Who provides the intellectual framework for the 

development of the discipline?development of the discipline?

� Do we have coherent, systematic and theoretical 

curricula?



Some Questions for Nursing

� Do we have cumulative research programmes that 

attend to the focus and nature of inquiry in the 

discipline or to the primary mission of the 

discipline?

� How do we preserve the core of the discipline as we � How do we preserve the core of the discipline as we 

become more interdisciplinary?

� What should we guard as we become more 

interdisciplinary?

(Meleis 2007)






















